Non-parametric dimensionality reduction techniques, such as t-SNE and UMAP, are proficient in providing visualizations for fixed or static datasets, but they cannot incrementally map and insert new data points into existing data visualizations. We present Self-Organizing Nebulous Growths (SONG), a parametric nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique that supports incremental data visualization, i.e., incremental addition of new data while preserving the structure of the existing visualization. In addition, SONG is capable of handling new data increments no matter whether they are similar or heterogeneous to the existing observations in distribution. We test SONG on a variety of real and simulated datasets. The results show that SONG is superior to Parametric t-SNE, t-SNE and UMAP in incremental data visualization. Specifically, for heterogeneous increments, SONG improves over Parametric t-SNE by 14.98 % on the Fashion MNIST dataset and 49.73% on the MNIST dataset regarding the cluster quality measured by the Adjusted Mutual Information scores. On similar or homogeneous increments, the improvements are 8.36% and 42.26% respectively. Furthermore, even in static cases, SONG performs better or comparable to UMAP, and superior to t-SNE. We also demonstrate that the algorithmic foundations of SONG render it more tolerant to noise compared to UMAP and t-SNE, thus providing greater utility for data with high variance or high mixing of clusters or noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N data analysis today, we often encounter high-dimensional datasets with each dimension representing a variable or feature. For example, in experimental biology, one typically records the expression levels of thousands of genes per cell [1] or per population [2] . When analysing such datasets, reducing the data dimensionality is highly useful to gain insights into the structure of the data. Visualization of high-dimensional data is achieved by reducing the data down to 2 or 3 dimensions.
In practice, we often assume static data visualization, i.e. the data are presented to the dimensionality reduction methods all at once. However, with the advent of big data, the data may be presented incrementally for the following two main reasons. First, the dataset may be extremely large and has to be divided and processed sequentially [3] . Second, there are scenarios where data is incrementally acquired through a series of experiments, such as the continuous acquisition of Geographical Data [4] or data gathered by mining social media [5] . In Fig. 1 with either homogeneous data (new data that has a structure similar to the already observed structure) or heterogeneous data (new data that has a structure unlike the already observed structure). In real-world situations, both scenarios may be present indistinguishably, and these necessitate incremental data visualization, where we either directly use or continually train a pre-trained model to visualize the data increments. In addition, it is often required that the visualization on existing data do not change drastically after the new data is added for consistency in data interpretation. In the following, we explore the applicability of existing dimensionality reduction techniques for incremental data visualization.
In static data visualization scenarios, t-distributed Stochastic Nonlinear Embedding (t-SNE) [6] and Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [7] are two state-of-theart methods frequently used for dimensionality reduction. Both t-SNE and UMAP first create a graph in the input space, where the vertices are the input points and the edge-weights represent the pseudo-probability of two inputs being in the same local neighborhood. t-SNE calculates the edge-weights by assuming Gaussian distributions in local neighborhoods. These pseudoprobabilities are then replicated on an output map of lowdimensionality (typically 2 or 3). However, to allow for clear cluster separation, t-SNE assumes the output probabilities to be sampled from a student's t-distribution. UMAP follows a different strategy to calculate the edge weights in the input space, by assuming that the local neighborhoods lie on a Riemannian manifold. Using this assumption, UMAP normalizes the local pairwise distances to obtain a fuzzy simplicial set that represents a weighted graph similar to that of t-SNE. UMAP then uses a suitable rational quadratic kernel function in lowdimensional output space to approximate the edge probabilities of the weighted graph.
Being non-parametric models, t-SNE and UMAP do not retain a mapping from the inputs to the outputs, and thus cannot be directly applied for incremental data visualization. Instead, t-SNE and UMAP need to be reinitialized and retrained at each increment of data. In UMAP, the heuristic initialization using spectral embedding (Laplacian Eigenmaps) [8] provides some degree of stability in visualizations of datasets from the same distribution as similar datasets have similar nearest neighbor graphs that provide similar graph laplacians. However, it remains to be answered how well such heuristic initialization performs when the new data have heterogeneous structure to the existing data.
Previous studies on t-SNE and UMAP have attempted to retain a parametric model for new data. One approach is to train a neural network regressor on visualizations obtained by t-SNE or UMAP. However, to our best knowledge, there is no existing work with a generally applicable version of this approach. Another approach is to use deep Latent Variable Models, e.g., Variational Autoencoders [9] and parametric t-SNE [10] , to represent the low-dimensional visualizations. However, it is questionable whether such approaches provide visualizations with comparable quality of cluster separation to the non-parametric counterparts of the respective algorithms. Additionally, these methods suffer from issues commonly associated with deep neural networks such as requiring a large amount of training data [11] , high computational complexity [12] and lack of model interpretability [13] .
Self Organizing Map (SOM) [14] and its variants are arguably the only dimensionality reduction methods that retain a parametric graph on the input space to approximate the input data distribution locally. SOMs obtain the graph by vector encoding, i.e., SOMs partition the input space into Voronoi regions by mapping each input to the closest element in a set of representative vectors called Coding Vectors. These Coding Vectors, now representing the centroids of the voronoi regions, are mapped onto a low-dimensional (typically 2 or 3) uniform output grid. Such a uniform (or regular) grid can have either a square, triangular or hexagonal topology of locally connected output vectors. The topology preservation of SOMs is achieved by moving the set of coding vectors in the input space such that the coding vectors corresponding to neighbors in the lowdimensional output grid are placed close together.
There are two main problems associated with the visualizations provided by SOMs. First, the SOM visualizations have poor cluster separation possibly due to the uniform nature of the output grid. Since all edges in the output graph is of equal length, the difference between the edge lengths in the input space are not preserved in the output grid [15] . Second, the size of the map (the number of coding vectors ) needs to be known a priori. Growing Cell Structures (GCS), presented by Fritzke [15] , uses a non-uniform triangulation (where the coding vectors represent the vertices of the triangles) of the input space to tackle these two problems. However, the graph inferred in GCS is planar thus non-planar graph structures in local neighborhoods cannot be preserved. Fritzke's later work of Growing Neural Gas (GNG) [16] approximates non-planar graph structures on the coding vectors (by having more densely connected local subgraphs than GCS) in local neighborhoods. However, due to this non-planarity, GNG cannot provide a visualization of the inferred graph by triangulating a set of low-dimensional points as GCS does as such triangulation relies on the planarity of the graph. A possible approach for visualizing the coding vectors of a static Neural Gas using a Cross Entropy measure (NG-CE) has been investigated by Estevez et al. [17] , however NG-CE has not been extended to support the dynamically growing nature of GNGs. Furthermore, NG-CE relies having a fully trained set of coding vectors prior to the visualization, and does not support simultaneous approximation of the input topology and the simultaneous projection of the said topology to a low dimensional embedding. Growing SOM (GSOM) [18] provides another approach to overcome SOM's problem with unknown map size by using a uniform but progressively growing grid. This is different to the GNGs where the grids were non-uniform and non-planar. However, similar to SOM, GSOM still suffers from poor cluster separation due to the uniform output grid . Additionally the topology of localities in the output map of GSOM is limited to be 2 or 3 dimensional.
Inspired by GNG and NG-CE, we propose Self Organizing Nebulous Growths (SONG), a nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithm with two main advantages over t-SNE, UMAP and their variants. First, SONG retains a parametric model for incremental data visualization, while being significantly more efficient than the parametric variants of t-SNE and UMAP. Second, SONG solves the visualization problems of SOM and produces comparable or better visualizations than t-SNE and UMAP in the static data visualization scenarios. In the following section, we describe our proposed method in detail.
II. METHOD
In the proposed SONG, we use a set of coding vectors C = {c ∈ R D } to partition and represent the input dataset X = {x ∈ R D }. For an input x i ∈ X, we define an index set I (k) = {i l |l = 1, ..., k} for a user-defined k, where c i l is the l-th closest coding vector to x i . Moreover, we define a set of directional edges between coding vectors C and an adjacency matrix E, such that if a coding vector c m is one of the closest neighbors to another coding vector c l , they are connected by an edge with edge strength E(l, m) > 0. We organize the graph {C, E} to approximate the input topology.
We also define a set of low-dimensional vectors Y = {y ∈ R d }, d << D which has a bijective correspondence with the set of coding vectors C. When d = 2 or 3, Y represents the visualization of the input space, i.e., the input x i ∈ X is visualized as y i1 ∈ Y. We preserve the topology of C given by E in Y by positioning Y such that, if E(l, m) > 0 or E(m, l) > 0 , y l and y m will be close to each other in the visualization. Typically, the number of c ∈ C and corresponding low dimensional vectors y ∈ Y is far less than the number of input data points X. By retaining the parameters C, E and Y, SONG obtains a parametric mapping from input data to visualization.
We initialize a SONG model by randomly placing d + 1 coding vectors C in the input space, since d + 1 is the minimum number for coding vectors to obtain a topology preserving visualization in a d-dimensional visualization space (see Supplement Section 1.1 for proof). No edge connection is assumed at initialization (i.e. E = 0). The corresponding Y are also randomly placed in the d-dimensional output space. Next, we approximate local topology of any given x ∈ X using C, and project this approximated topology to Y in the visualization space. To be specific, SONG randomly samples an input point x i ∈ X and performs the following steps at each iteration until terminated:
1) Updating the Directional Edges in E between Coding
Vectors C based on x i : This step modifies the adjacency matrix E to add or remove the edges between coding vectors based on local density information at x i . Eventually, if no edge is added or removed for repeated sampling of all input x i s (i.e. the whole dataset is sampled with no addition or removal of edges), the graph is considered stable and SONG has finished its training. We describe this step in detail in Section II-A. 2) Self Organization of Coding Vectors C: This step moves x i 's closest coding vector c i1 closer to x i , along with any coding vectors c j if c i1 and c j are connected by an edge as indicated by E(i 1 , j) > 0. This movement enforces the closeness of coding vectors connected by edges. We describe this in detail in Section II-B.
3) Topology Preservation of the Low-dimensional Points
Y: Given that c i1 encodes x i and corresponds to y i1 in the output space, we organize low-dimensional points y j ∈ Y in the locality of y i1 such that the coding vector topology at c i1 is preserved in the output space. This step is described in Section II-C. 4) Growing C and Y to Refine the Inferred Topology:
There may be cases where c i1 and its neighboring coding vectors are insufficient to capture the local fine topology at x i , e.g., inputs from multiple subclusters may have the same c i1 . In such cases, we place new coding vectors close to c i1 , and new corresponding lowdimensional vectors close to y i1 , without reinitializing the parametric model {X, C, E}. Details of this are in Section II-D.
For a given epoch, we randomly sample (without replacement) a new input x i ∈ X and repeat the four steps, until all x i ∈ X are sampled. The algorithm is terminated if the graph becomes stable in Step 1) or we have executed the maximum number of epochs. When new data X are presented, we simply allow x i to be sampled from X at the next iteration, and continue training without reinitializing the parameters C, Y and E.
A. Updating the Directional Edges in E between Coding Vectors based on x i
For each input x i randomly sampled from X, we conduct three operations to any edge-strength e i1j = E(i 1 , j) at current iteration t:
i1j > 0, we decay it by a constant multiplier , i.e., e t i1j = e t−1 i1j · and ∈ (0, 1). • Pruning: we set e t i1j to 0 if e t−1 i1j < e min . This helps to obtain a sparse graph. Note that e min is predefined to obtain the desired degree of sparseness in the graph. The edge strength e i1j reflects the rate the edge is renewed and is proportional to p i1j , the probability of i 1 and j being close neighbors to the input x i . Since the edge strengths e i1j ∈ [0, 1], larger edge strengths can be interpreted as c i1 and neighboring coding vectors representing finer topologies (shorter distances between C). Conversely, the smaller the edge strengths, the coarser the topology represented by such edges. Note that here we define finer and coarser topologies in their conventional sense [19] .
Note that edge strength e i1j obtained above is directional and thus the adjacency matrix E is asymmetric. We observe faster convergence in subsequent optimization with a symmetric adjacency matrix, which is simply calculated as:
Next, we use the coding vector graph to approximate the topology of the input through self organization.
B. Self-Organization of Coding Vectors C
To ensure the coding vectors C are located at the centers of input regions with high probability densities (such as cluster centers), we move the coding vectors c i1 towards x i by a small amount to minimize the following Quantization Error (QE):
However, moving c i1 independent of other coding vectors may cause the coding vectors sharing an edge with c i1 to be no longer close to c i1 , which disorganizes the graph. To avoid this, we also move c i1 's neighboring coding vectors c j (as indicated by E s (i 1 , j) > 0) towards x i by a smaller amount than that of c i1 . Moreover, the more distant c j is from c i1 , the smaller the movement of c j should be. This ensures the organization of distant neighbors is proportionately preserved by this movement. Therefore, we define a loss function that monotonically decreases when the distance from the coding vectors to x i increases. In addition, to penalize large neighborhoods (and thereby large edge lengths), we scale the loss function by x i −c i k 2 . Note that we treat the distance to the k th coding vector from x as a constant for the considered neighborhood, and the gradient of x i − c i k w.r.t. c i k is not calculated. The final loss function is:
is the set of c i1 's neighboring coding vectors. Using stochastic gradient descent to minimize this loss, we calculate the partial derivatives of the loss w.r.t. a given c for the sampled x i as:
Next, we describe how we optimize the output embedding (the placement of Y) to reflect the topology inferred in the input space.
C. Topology Preservation of the Low-dimensional Points Y
Similar to UMAP and inspired by NG-CE, SONG optimizes the embedding Y by minimizing the Cross Entropy (CE) between the probability distribution p in the input space and a predefined low-dimensional probability distribution q in the output space. We define the local cross entropy for a given x i ∈ X as:
where q i1j is the probability that output points y i1 and y j are located close together, and is calculated using the following rational quadratic function:
See Supplement Section 2 for how to calculate the hyperparameters a and b. The cross entropy (see Eq. 5) can be interpreted as two sub-components: an attraction component CE attr = −p i1j log(q i1j ) that attracts y i1 towards y j , and an re-
) that repulses y i1 from y j . The attraction component heavily influences local arrangement at y i1 , since distant y j results in p i1j = 0. The repulsion component, on the other hand, influences the global arrangement of neighborhoods, as 1−p i1j = 1 for such distant y j . Due to the difference of influences, we derive the gradients of these two components separately. The attraction component has a gradient as defined by:
The gradient for the repulsion component is:
We use stochastic gradient descent to minimize CE attr and CE rep w.r.t y i1 , y j ∈ Y. We select stochastic gradient descent over batch gradient descent to avoid convergence on sub-optimal organizations [20] . Moreover, since the edge renewal rate is proportional to the p i1j , we propose to use the symmetric edge strengthsê i1j ∈ E s as an approximation of p i1j in CE attr . This avoids the explicit assumptions on p i1j as made by t-SNE and UMAP. In a similar fashion, we use the negative sampling of edges (i.e. sampling of j where E s (i 1 , j) = 0) to approximate (1 − p i1j ) in CE rep . In this negative sampling, for a very large dataset, we randomly sample a set of non-edges, such that for each x i , the number of sampled non-edges n ns equals the number of edges connected to c i1 (n(e i )) multiplied by a constant rate. Similar ideas have been used in Word2Vec [21] and UMAP [7] . The algorithmic summary of this step is shown in Algorithm 3.
D. Growing C and Y to Refine the Inferred Topology By iterating the above three steps from Sections II-B -II-C, the topology of x can be approximated using {C, E} and preserved onto Y in the visualization space. However, since the optimal number of coding vectors C is unknown a priori, SONG starts with a small number of C which may be insufficient to capture all the structures in X such as clusters and sub-clusters. Therefore, we grow the sizes of C and Y as needed during training. Additionally, such growth can accommodate structural changes, e.g., addition of new clusters, when new data are presented in the incremental data visualization scenarios. Note that this growth of coding vectors and low-dimensional vectors is conditional, so this step may not be done for certain iterations.
Inspired by the GNG, we define a Growth Error associated with c i1 as:
where t is the index of current iteration. When any G i1 (t) exceeds a predefined threshold, we place a new coding vector c at the centroid between x i and its k nearest coding vectors, so that the regions that have high Growth Error get more populated with coding vectors. Due to the stochastic sampling, the current x i and its neighboring data may not be sampled in the next iterations, thus the newly created coding vector may not be duly connected in subsequent repetitions of Step 1 and it may eventually drift away. To avoid this, at the current iteration, we add new edges from the newly added coding vectors to all neighbors of the c i1 . The placement of new y is conducted similarly, and by placing the y close to the neighborhood of y i1 , the convergence of the new y to a suitable position is made faster, than by placing the new y randomly on the output map. We summarize this step in Algorithm 4. These four steps form a complete iteration of SONG algorithm, which we summarize in Algorithm 1. In the next section, we evaluate the performance of the SONG algorithm.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we compare SONG against Parametric t-SNE and non-parametric methods: t-SNE [6] and UMAP [7] on a series of data visualization tasks. First, we consider incremental data visualization with heterogeneous increments of data in Section III-A and homogeneous increments of data in Section III-B. It is noteworthy that the former is more likely the case to be assumed in real problems with incremental data Update E s as per Section II-A; 15 Update I (k) ; 16 ns = r · n(ê i1 ), here n(ê i1 ) is the number of edges from or to c i1 ; 17 Record the neighbors of c i1 as
Perform Edge Curation as per Algorithm 2 ;
19
Record the new set of neighbors N t i1 ;
End the execution of the algorithm and return; 22 end 23 Perform Self Organization of Coding Vectors C:
Update Y as per Algorithm 3; 30 Grow C and Y as per Algorithm 4; 
streams due to lack of the ground-truth. Then we evaluate the visualization quality of SONG in static data visualization scenarios: we assess the SONG's robustness to noisy and highly mixed clusters in Section III-C, and we evaluate SONG's capability in preservation of topologies in Section III-D. In our analysis, we define model-retaining methods as methods that reuse a pretrained model and refine it when presented with new data, while model-reinitializing methods reinitialize and retrain a model from scratch. Therefore SONG and Parametric t-SNE are model-retaining methods, and t-SNE and UMAP are 
model-reinitializing methods. However, for fair comparison, we introduce a model-reinitializing version of SONG called SONG + Reinit. The 'incremental visualizations' can only be fairly assessed with model-retaining methods, but for the sake of completeness, we extend this comparison to the modelreinitializing methods as well. We use the hyper-parameters in Table I for each method. For t-SNE [6] and UMAP [7] , the recommended hyper-parameters in original papers were used as we did not observe any improvement in results by tuning these parameters. Similarly, for parametric t-SNE, we used the set of parameters provided by the GitHub implementation 1 . The tuned hyper-parameters for SONG are noted in Table I 
A. Visualization of Data with Heterogenous Increments
We first evaluate SONG presented with heterogeneous increments, where new clusters or classes may be added to the existing datasets.
Setup: Three datasets are used: the Wong dataset [22] , MNIST hand-written digit dataset [23] and the Fashion MNIST dataset [24] . Wong dataset has over 327k single human T-cells measured for expression levels for 39 different surface markers (i.e., 39 dimensions) such as CCR7 surface marker. There are many types of cells present in this dataset, such as lymphoid cells, naive T-cells, B-Cell Follides, NK T cells etc, which we expect to be clustered separately. However, there may be some cell types that cannot be clearly separated as clusters in visualizations [25] . Since we have no ground-truth labels and UMAP provides superior qualitative cluster separation on this dataset [25] , we assume that the clusters visible in the UMAP visualization of the dataset represent different cell types. This assumption allows us to do a sampling of 20k, 50k, 100k and 327k samples such that each time we add one or several cell types to the data. However, due to the lack of ground truth, we only conduct qualitative analysis on the cluster quality for each method. In addition, we conduct 'logicle transformation' [26] to normalize the Wong dataset as a preprocessing step. On the other hand, Fashion MNIST dataset is a collection of 60k images of fashion items belonging to 10 classes, each image having 28 × 28 pixels, therefore 784 pixel intensity levels (dimensions), associated with a known ground-truth label. Similar to Fashion -MNIST dataset, MNIST dataset is a collection of 60k images of hand written digits, each with 784 pixels and an associated label from 0 to 9. Since both MNIST and Fashion MNIST datasets have known ground-truth labels, we start with two randomly selected classes and present two more classes to the algorithm at each increment. We ran a K-Means clustering on the visualizations provided for MNIST and Fashion MNIST by each method, and calculated the Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) [27] scores against the ground-truth labels. The AMI scores were averaged over five iterations with random initializations. Additionally, both MNIST and Fashion MNIST datasets are reduced to 20 dimensions using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) as a preprocessing step in order to reduce the running time of our experiments. We assume that the first 20 principle components capture most of the variance in the datasets [28] . Each of the intermediate and incrementally growing datasets of Wong, MNIST and Fashion MNIST datasets is visualized using SONG, SONG + Reinit, Parametric t-SNE, t-SNE and UMAP. Results: For all three datasets: Wong (Fig. 2) , Fashion MNIST ( Fig. 3) and MNIST (Fig. 4) , SONG shows the most stable placement of clusters when new data are presented, compared to parametric t-SNE and model-reinitalized methods, UMAP, t-SNE and SONG + Reinit. For the Wong dataset in Fig. 2 , both SONG and Parametric t-SNE show similar cluster placements in the first two visualizations. However, Parametric t-SNE visualizations become distorted as more data are presented. In contrast, SONG provides consistently stable visualizations. On MNIST and Fashion MNIST datasets, the cluster placements provided by SONG have a noticeable change for the first two increments, but become more stable in their later increments. Parametric t-SNE shows a high level of cluster mixing in visualizations, which becomes more evident in later increments. Although UMAP shows similar relative placement of clusters at later increments for the MNIST and Fashion MNIST datasets, arbitrary rotations of the complete map are visible even for such visualizations. This may be due to UMAP using Spectral Embedding as the heuristic initialization instead of random initialization. Table II summarizes the AMI Scores for the Fashion MNIST and MNIST datasets in heterogeneous incremental visualization scenarios. Note that in Table II , we have highlighted the best scores for each increment in the model-retaining methods. Since for the model-reinitializing methods such incremental visualization is not directly comparable with the model-retaining methods, we have only highlighted the winner for the complete dataset out of the model-reinitializing methods. In Table II , SONG provides superior cluster purity than Parametric t-SNE, confirming our observations on the level of cluster mixing present in visualizations by Parametric t-SNE. Here, SONG shows an average improvement of 14.98% for Fashion MNIST and 49.73% for MNIST in AMI compared to Parametric t-SNE. We observe that out of the non-parametric algorithms, SONG + Reinit is comparable but slightly inferior to UMAP, and superior to t-SNE.
For the Wong dataset (see Fig. 2 ), SONG + Reinit, Parametric t-SNE , t-SNE and UMAP all have drastic movement of clusters in consecutive visualizations. In t-SNE, we see a set of Gaussian blobs (possibly due to the Gaussian distribution assumption), with no discernible structure of cluster placement as visible in SONG and UMAP. Parametric t-SNE shows stable placement of clusters in the first two visualizations. However, when more data are presented, we see a high level of mixed clusters in the visualization. In the Fashion MNIST visualizations (Fig.3) , we see drastic re-arrangement of placement when using SONG + Reinit, Parametric t-SNE , t-SNE and UMAP. We emphasize that SONG does not show rotations, as seen in visualizations provided by UMAP.
In Fig. 4 , the hierarchy of clusters is more preserved in SONG and UMAP than t-SNE and Parametric t-SNE for the MNIST dataset. We expect in low-dimensional embedding space, the distances between clusters should vary as not all pairs of clusters are equally similar to each other, e.g., "1" should be more similar to "7" than to "3" or to "5". In the results of t-SNE, however, the clusters are separated by similar distances, thereby the results do not provide information about the varying degrees of similarity between clusters. For both UMAP and SONG, the distances separating the clusters vary as expected. While parametric t-SNE shows similar placement of clusters with rotations or flips in the last two visualizations, the level of cluster mixing is relatively high.
B. Visualization of Data with Homogeneous Increments
In this section, we further examine how each method performs when the incrementally added data proportionally represent all classes and clusters, using the same three datasets: Wong, Fashion-MNIST and MNIST.
Setup: For Wong dataset, we pick four different numbers of random samples, 10k, 20k, 50k and 327k. We select these numbers to investigate if the incremental inference of topology can be achieved starting from a small number of samples. For Fashion MNIST and MNIST datasets, we randomly sample four batches of data: 12k, 24k, 48k and 60k images at a time. Since Fashion-MNIST and MNIST have known ground-truths, for each visualization, we again conduct a k-means clustering to investigate the separability of clusters in the visualization, and use AMI to evaluate the clusters quality.
Furthermore, for Fashion MNIST and MNIST datasets, we develop a metric called the consecutive displacement of Y (CDY), to quantify the preservation of cluster placement in two consecutive incremental visualizations. CDY is defined as follows. Initially, we apply each algorithm to 6000 randomly sampled images, and iteratively add 6000 more to the existing  TABLE III  AMI SCORES OF THE VISUALIZED HOMOGENEOUS INCREMENTS OF THE  FASHION MNIST AND MNIST DATASETS. IN SONG AND PARAMETRIC   T-SNE, A TRAINED MODEL FROM ONE INTERMEDIATE DATASET IS   UPDATED AND USED TO VISUALIZE THE NEXT DATASET. SONG +  REINIT, T-SNE, AND UMAP ARE REINITIALIZED AND RETRAINED AT   EACH INCREMENT visualization, until we have presented all images in a dataset. At the t-th iteration, we record the visualizations of the existing data (without the newly added data) before and after the training with the 6000 new images, namely Y (t−1) and Y (t) . Next we calculate the CDY of a point y i in the existing visualization Y (t−1) as:
We record the average and standard deviations of CDY calculated for all points in the visualization. We note that the lack of a ground-truth which gives us information about an accurate placement of clusters renders a similar analysis for the Wong dataset prohibitive.
Result: Among compared methods, SONG shows the highest stability in cluster placement when new data are presented, as shown in Fig.5 for the Wong dataset, and Fig. 6 for the MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets. Furthermore, SONG shows good quality in the clusters inferred in the output embedding as per Table III. In Table III , we have highlighted the best scores for each increment in the model-retaining methods. However, for the model-reinitializing methods, we have highlighted the winner for the complete dataset. Compared to Parametric t-SNE, SONG has an average improvement of accuracy by 8.36% on Fashion MNIST and 42.26% on MNIST. Out of three model-reinitialized methods, UMAP has similar placements of clusters in consecutive visualizations, but shows complete rotations in early to mid intermediate representations on the Wong dataset. UMAP stabilizes towards the last increments. However, for the three datasets, this stabilization happens at different stages. t-SNE shows arbitrary placement of clusters at each intermediate representation, making t-SNE not as good as UMAP or SONG for incremental visualizations.
On Wong dataset, UMAP and SONG have more similar cluster placement in the homogeneous increment cases (see Fig. 5 ) than that of the heterogeneous increment cases (see Fig. 2 ). This increased similarity may possibly be due to the initial intermediate data samples in homogeneous cases more accurately representative of the global structure of the data than that of heterogeneous cases. However, SONG shows no rotations in the visualization when data is augmented; in contrast, UMAP shows different orientations of similar cluster placements. Table III shows that the AMI scores for SONG on the MNIST dataset have increased as we present more data to the SONG algorithm. For the Fashion MNIST dataset, the AMI scores for SONG remain relatively low throughout the increments. This difference of trends may be due to the higher level of mixing of classes in the Fashion MNIST dataset than the MNIST, which makes it more difficult to separate the classes in Fashion MNIST into distinct clusters despite having more data. Table III further shows that SONG provides visualizations of comparable quality to UMAP and superior to t-SNE and parametric t-SNE. We note that SONG generally produces lower AMIs than SONG + Reinit, possibly because that SONG attempts to preserve the placement of points in existing visualizations which may cause some structural changes caused by new data to be neglected. Neglecting such changes may explain the slight drop of performance in the incremental visualization vs the visualization of the complete dataset. However, we see that the incremental scores of SONG are not considerably worse than that of SONG + Reinit where SONG is trained on existing data and increment from scratch.
In Fig. 6 , SONG has the lowest CDY values for both MNIST and Fashion MNIST, throughout the increments. SONG also shows small standard deviations, showing that the CDYs for all points are indeed limited. In contrast, t-SNE has the largest displacements and standard deviations. Surprisingly, the average CDYs for each increment in Parametric t-SNE is relatively higher than heuristically reinitialized UMAP. We note that parametric t-SNE has a low standard deviation of displacement compared to t-SNE. Given a completely random re-arrangement of clusters would cause high standard deviation, this implies that parametric t-SNE produces translational or rotational displacements while keeping the cluster structure intact. Notably, UMAP does fairly well compared to other methods in terms of cluster displacement by having the second lowest average displacement and standard deviation. However, we see that in addition to having a smaller movement of points, SONG shows a strict decrease in displacement when more data are presented. SONG + Reinit, shows comparatively large average CDYs, as well as large standard deviations of CDYs, implying large movements between consecutive visualizations.
C. Tolerance to Noisy and Highly Mixed Clusters
We explore how well SONG performs in the presence of noisy data, which we simulated as a series of datasets with high levels of cluster mixing and large clster standard deviations.
Setup: We compare SONG against UMAP and t-SNE on a collection of 32 randomly generated Gaussian Blobs datasets using 8 different cluster standard deviations (4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20) and 4 different numbers of clusters (10, 20, 50, 100) for each standard deviation. These datasets have a dimensionality of 60. In addition, for each algorithm, we calculate the Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) score for the visualizations provided against the known labels of the Gaussian clusters. Result: Table IV shows that SONG has the highest accuracy for discerning mixing clusters in all cases. The resulting visualizations for one of these datasets for SONG, UMAP and t-SNE are provided in Fig.7 . We observe that the cluster representations in the visualizations by SONG are more concentrated than that of both UMAP and t-SNE.
We refer to the Supplement Section 3.1 for an extended set of visualizations, where we additionally changed the dimensionality to observe how it affects these observations. In this extended study we test the visualization performance of the three algorithms on an additional 125 datasets. These datasets are generated by simulating datasets corresponding to 5 cluster standard deviations (1, 2, 3, 4, 10), 5 numbers of clusters (3, 4, 20 , 50, 100) and 5 numbers of dimensions (3, 15, 45, 60, 120) . In these visualizations, consistent to our observations in Table  IV , we observe that SONG has better separation of clusters while UMAP and t-SNE show fuzzy cluster boundaries when the level of cluster mixing increases.
D. Qualitative Topology Preservation of SONG
To qualitatively examine the capability of SONG to preserve specific topologies in the input data, we used the COIL-20 dataset [29] , which is frequently used to assess the topology preservation of visualization methods [6] [7] .
Setup: We compare SONG with UMAP and t-SNE on visualizing the COIL-20 dataset, which has 20 different objects, each photographed at pose intervals of 5-degrees, resulting in 1440 images in total. Each image has 4096 pixels. As preprocessing, we reduced the COIL-20 dataset down to its first 300 principle components. Because of the rotating pose angles, we expect to see 20 circular clusters in our visualization, where each cluster represents a different object.
Result: The separation of circular clusters in SONG is similar to UMAP as shown in Fig. 8 . For highly inseparable clusters, SONG and UMAP preserves the circular topologies better than t-SNE, where t-SNE shows an arch-like shape instead of circular structures.
E. Running Time Comparison with t-SNE and UMAP
In our Supplement Section 3.2, we show that SONG is faster for the same dataset configurations than t-SNE. However, as SONG needs to recalculate the pairwise distances between two sets of high-dimensional vectors (X and C) multiple times for self organization, SONG has a performance bottleneck which renders it slower than UMAP.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have presented a parametric nonlinear dimensionality reduction method that can provide topologypreserving visualizations of high-dimensional data, while allowing new data to be mapped into existing visualizations without complete reinitialization. In our experiments, we presented SONG with both heterogeneous (Section III-A) and homogeneous (Section III-B) data increments, and observed that in both cases, SONG is superior than parametric t-SNE in preserving cluster placements when incorporating new data. We further observed in the aforementioned Sections that the visualizations provided by SONG has cluster quality on par with UMAP, and superior to non-parametric t-SNE. We also conclude that SONG is robust to noisy and highly mixed clusters (Section III-C), and that SONG is capable of preserving specific topologies (Section III-D) inferred from the input.
In addition, SONG has a few merits compared to existing methods. First of all, although originated from SOM, SONG is a general dimensionality reduction method. SOM relies on a uniform grid of 2 or 3 dimensions to obtain the self organization of coding vectors, which renders SOM with limited utility in providing representations of more than 3 dimensions. Since SONG uses a generic graph independent of output dimensionality, SONG can be a viable preprocessing technique to reduce the dimensionality down to more than three dimensions.
Second, SONG is especially useful for visualization of large datasets where considerable heterogeneity is present. This heterogeneity may be the product of undesired batch effects [30] , or genuine variation of populations of the data. Consequently, SONG may be a promising tool for large-scale benchmarking projects that require coordination and curation of highly heterogeneous data, such as the Human Cell Atlas [31] .
However, SONG has a few limitations to be addressed in future work. First, SONG has a higher computational complexity than UMAP because in SONG, the high-dimensional parametric graph in the input space need to be recalculated several times, whereas in UMAP, the high-dimensional KNN graph is constructed only once. The number of recalculations required to obtain a stable graph influences how fast SONG works. We have empirically determined that 8-10 recalculations of the graph is sufficient to provide a comparable approximation with UMAP. One possible direction of minimizing this graph reconstruction bottle-neck is to use batch gradient descent instead of stochastic gradient descent at later stages of learning. In our implementation, we chose stochastic gradient descent in an attempt to obtain an optimal visualization quality as the batch versions of Self Organization algorithms are prone to sub-optimal solutions [20] . This may be viable at later stages when the graph is relatively stable and unchanging compared to the earlier stages. It should be noted that SONG still is less complex than t-SNE because SONG uses a negative sampling trick where we do not compute pairwise embedding distances globally (see Supplement Section 3.2).
Second, the current version of SONG cannot adjust the trade-off between two aspects of cluster placement: 1) preserving the already inferred topological representations and 2) adapting to represent new data which potentially alter the existing topology in high-dimensional space. This trade-off is indicated by the discrepancy between the AMI scores of SONG and SONG + Reinit calculated on the incremental data visualizations. Besides, in the Wong dataset ( Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 ), the topology of the visualizations obtained using SONG shows differences from that using SONG + Reinit, which may be explained by SONG's preference to preserve the topology in existing visualizations. Future work would explore the introduction of an 'agility' parameter that can regulate the aforementioned trade-off.
At last, throughout our manuscript, we discuss SONG as an unsupervised learning method. Another research direction is to incorporate known or partially known labels of data to enhance cluster quality and separation of clusters. 
